Art Activities Choice for Week 3

Choose one activity for this week (K-5):

Combine 2 or more animals to create a crazy new creature.
Create a pretend business. What would the business be? Draw a picture of the building and the logo.
Get outside! Draw some architecture! Your house, your neighbor’s house. A shed or any kind of building structure.
Draw a cat or dog doing yoga and eating a taco.
Design your own ____________ and draw or build it!

Art Activities Choice for Week 4

Choose one activity for this week (K-5):

What is your favorite memory with your family? Draw a picture of it and share it with someone!
Fold a paper into 4 sections and draw a scene for all four seasons.
What is your favorite movie? Draw yourself as a character in that movie!
Make a new font from A-Z then use the font to write your name and your family members. Don’t forget your pets!
Design your own ______________ and draw or build it!